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Respecting the Structure, 
Substance and Tax Nexus 
Issues



People Impact and Implications

The “Human Toll”

Taxable Nexus

• PEs and disclosed employees

• Guidance from US and 
Foreign governments

• USTB/ECI

Taxable Residence
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DEMPE/Substance

 Impact of Current Environment/Restrictions on DEMPE/Substance

 In country meetings/actions

 Compliance with tax rulings/holidays

 Track records (before and after COVID-19) are important
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Managing Stress to 
Your Structure



Pressures Along Your Supply Chain

Customer and 
sales-people 
lock-downs

Underutilization 
of facilities, 
plants, or 

service centers

Volatility and 
overutilization 

for regional 
centers still in 

service

Commercially 
necessary 

renegotiations 
or spot contacts

Regulatory 
barriers, 

government 
intervention, 
and policy 
uncertainty

Unexpected 
income / loss 

allocations and 
losses up the 
supply chain
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Example: Service Provider Under COVID-19

 US parent; foreign principal; and LC SvcCo (could be LRD or CM), but 

territorial sales are zero in its support region.

 If LC SvcCo still has expenses and is typically remunerated cost+, but 

there is no activity, does it still receive its remuneration and why?

 If expenses are typically allocated via sales to LC SvcCo (e.g., mfg), but 

sales are zero.  Do we make the allocation and what are the factors?
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Managing Your Rapidly Changing Business

Evaluate new commercial  arrangements as potentially new comparable 
uncontrolled prices / transactions / profit splits.

Triage key positions and historical best method / most appropriate 
analyses.

Review historical positions holistically with these new arrangements 
for opportunities.

Remember to document new transactions, potential hard to value 
intangibles, changes to old transactions, and consider reserve 
implications 

• NOTE: Consider DAC 6 Reporting
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What Do We Do About Existing APAs or Rulings?

 Changing critical assumptions?  Is there any room to adjust?

 What does the US Rev. Proc. or OECD Guidelines say about that?

 Flexibility for ongoing APA negotiations (i.e., where treaty partners have 

not yet reached agreement).

 APMA Task Force
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APAs & Critical Assumptions

Old Template

“The business activities, 

functions performed, risks

assumed, assets employed, 

and financial and tax 

accounting methods and 

classifications [and methods of 

estimation] of Taxpayer in 

relation to the Covered 

Transactions will remain 

materially the same . . . .”

May 2018 Template

“The Covered Entities’ 

business activities, 

functions performed, risks 

assumed, assets employed, 

contractual terms, markets, 

and economic conditions

faced in relation to the 

Covered Issue(s) will 

remain materially the same 

. . . .”

OECD Guidelines Para. 4.146

“There should also be a 

provision in an APA (perhaps 

by reference to a range) that 

provides for possible revision 

or cancellation of the 

arrangement for future years 

when business operations 

change significantly, or when 

uncontrolled economic 

circumstances (e.g. 

significant changes in currency 

exchange rates) critically affect 

the reliability of the 

methodology in a manner that 

independent enterprises would 

consider significant for 

purposes of their transfer 

pricing.”
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Example: Tolling Provider Under Trade Restructuring

 US parent; SG principal; and US TollCo serving both.  New FEMA rule 
forces US TollCo mfg’d products to stay within the US, potentially forcing 
add’l non-US 3rd party mfg to supply product to foreign principal.

 Who bears the risk?  Discuss commercial implications to customers and review I/C 
contracts for flexibility, triage jurisdictional obligations.

 Who bears the expenses?  Consider which expenses and write-offs, and their 
characterization, and documentation of such.

 What is the impact to your structure of the rule, to other departments, and response 
to rule?  Consider tolling positions, substantial assistance, and other local and knock-on 
trade and reporting issues, including changes to reserves.
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Should Companies 
Consider Restructuring?



Restructuring 

 Supply chain diversification & redundancies

 Tax considerations

 Exit taxes

 Contemporaneous documentation for changes
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Practical Takeaways



Beyond COVID-19 
Resource Center 
Resilience, Recovery & Renewal



Baker McKenzie COVID-19 Resources
The Beyond COVID-19 Resource Center site 

includes materials to help you understand, prepare 

and respond quickly to the significant challenges 

COVID-19 poses.

Resources include a variety of client alerts, 

publications and webinars that cover pressing 

issues, including employer obligations, force 

majeure claims, contractual obligations, product 

safety and liability, corporate government and tax, 

data privacy concerns and liabilities for supply 

chain disruptions, among other concerns. 

Please visit the Beyond COVID-19 Resource Center site here. 

https://insightplus.bakermckenzie.com/bm/resilience-recovery-renewal
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